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Dust uplift processes 
identified but need 
quantification...lack of direct 
observations 

No dust: errors of up to 20 W 
m-2 in TOA longwave fluxes 
(Allan et al., 2011).  Similar 
order of magnitude 
discrepancies in surface SW 
fluxes (Milton et al., 2008) 

The Fennec Campaign 
See ‘Into the Cauldron – A Meteorological Adventure’ 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0nre1Zs-R4  



Cimels sun-photometer, flux tower 
(BB radiation and anemometers), 
SODAR, LIDAR, AWS, dust 
samplers and frequent radiosonde 
launches 
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Schematic of dust uplift mechanisms over BBM through June 2011 

(Marsham	  et	  al.,	  2013,	  JGR)	  



17th June 2011 

1030 UTC 

SEVIRI MODIS 
DB 

IASI MISR 

Dust optical depth 
at ~ 0.5 µm 

Brindley, 2007, ASL 
Banks et al., 2013, 
RSE 

Methods to diagnose dust presence (SEVIRI) and TOA radiative effect 



Methods to diagnose dust presence and TOA radiative effect (GERB) 

Critical albedo 

SW heating 

SW cooling Net Dust DRE (W m-2) 

Ansell et al., 2014, JGR 

Put TOA and surface 
observations together to 
diagnose daily cycle in direct 
dust radiative effects at the 
TOA, surface and within the 
atmosphere 
NB: clear-sky only   



Dust Loading 

AOD at 550 nm 

Westerly flow Harmattan flow 



Overall pattern: SW radiation 

TOA reflected flux 

SFC downward SW flux 

Black: twilight/night, Blue cloud, Red/green: dust 

‘clean’ air high dust 



Overall pattern: LW radiation 

TOA OLR 

SFC downward LW flux 

Black: twilight/night, Blue cloud, Red/green: dust, Yellow: estimated pristine flux 



Dust Effects: TOA TOA DRE = Pristine – Observed flux 
(+ve indicates Earth-atmosphere warming) 

Dusk/Dawn: Dust induced 
SW cooling dominates net 

Local Noon: Dust induced LW 
and SW heating reinforce 

AOD at 550 nm 



Dust Effects: SFC SFC DRE = Obs – Pristine flux 
-ve indicates surface cooling 

Dust induced LW heating 
partially offsets SW cooling 

Note scale    
change cf TOA 

SW    LW    Net 



Dust Effects: Atmosphere Dust radiative divergence: 
+ve indicates atmospheric heating due to dust 

SW effects generally dominate via reduction in surface downward flux 

SW    LW    Net 



Monthly mean daytime cycle in dust impact 

No obvious coherent 
cycle in AOD 

Clear daily cycle in 
dust radiative impacts 
excepting SFC LW: 
driven by solar 
insolation 

During the day the 
net dust effect is 
always to heat the 
atmosphere in 
contrast to total net 
clear-sky atmospheric 
radiative heating 



Conclusions 
•  Availability of surface observations and time-resolved TOA fluxes 

permits daily cycle of dust radiative heating to be observationally 
diagnosed for the first time 

•  TOA: OLR always reduced, reflected SW can change sign dependent 
on time of day.  Means that Earth-atmosphere system as a whole 
warms toward local noon, can cool towards dawn and dusk 

•  SFC: Downward SW reduced, LW enhanced: former tends to 
dominate so that dust always induces a surface cooling 

•  Atmospheric radiative heating: Always positive in the presence of 
dust reflecting the relative magnitude and pattern of the effects at 
TOA and SFC.  Dominated by SW component 

Results discussed in more detail in Banks et al., 2014 (in review in JGR)   
 
Outstanding Questions:  

–  Observed behaviour replicated in model simulations?  Dynamical impact? 
–  Night-time LW impact?  
–  Relative radiative importance of different dust uplift mechanisms? 



Any questions? 


